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Collect. 
Print. 
Live.
A Prototype City For Living
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The future is here

 Using locally sourced byproducts from 
agriculture and the city’s waste-stream an expandable 
solution can be made. An on-site 3D printer using 
synthetic bioplastic filament created from a mixture of 
hemp, corn stalks, soybean pods, and waste plastic 
pollution, is used to print personal dwelling pods that 
are joined by communal amenities. Tenants are tasked 
with collecting a percentage of the waste products 
that are to be recycled into their new home, this results 
in cleaner streets and dwelling that is both affordable 
and can grow at an exponential rate to combat the 
housing crisis.

Community involvement and expandability.

 Each housing pod is created from a 100% 
clean and ethically sourced engineered plastic. 
The bioplastic filament is created using a mixture 
of waste both from farming and plastic pollution. 
Hemp, cornstalks, soybean pods and other fibrous 
byproducts from the farming process are repurposed 
into a synthetic plastic. Likewise, plastics from bottles, 
bags and other items typically in our waste-stream are 
converted into bioplastic. A potential tenant can either 
purchase their pod outright or collect litter from their 
city’s streets and water ways or can work the fields 
of local farmers to collect the necessary materials 
needed to create their housing pod. With 50% input 
from the tenant, the onsite 3D printer will print a pod 
using the newly created bioplastic and on-site cranes 
will place it into its respective communal zone. 

Scales

-Personal-bedroom-personal living space
-Family-group of people who share communal 
amenities with kitchen, living room 
-Pod community-larger gene pool of a few 
communities that share larger spaces
-Building community-collective identity of local vertical 
community  
-City scale-largest identity, macro scale

Clean Materials
1. Clean synthetic rubber
2. Recycled / repurposed glass
3. Bioplastics
4. Ethically sourced wood
5. Environmentally friendly concrete
6. Re-usable / biodegradable formwork
7. Clean sourced metals and hardware
8. Organic compound finishes 
9. Hybrid wood material
10. Cork sealant and sound baffling

COMMUNITY CORE
INDIVIDUAL DWELLING 
VERTICAL CIRCULATION

View From the Train Tracks

Elevate site platform to protect from 
future flooding as well as provide a base 
for local retail shops

Super-structure vertical circulation 

Linear volumes on site

Tenant dwelling pods

Connect volumes to create internally 
focused courtyards

Create community cores and carve 
shared space out of volumes

Stagger roof heights to ensure adequate 
daylighting to all residents

Repeat the printing process and 
continue to expand the on-site structure 
vertically. Ship additional pods, printed 
on-site, to New York, Los Angeles and 
other American cities grappling with 
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